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Abstract
This paper describes the objectives: organizations and research results of an international
joint research project on an autonomous underwater walking robot conducted at the Naval
Postgraduate School in the CS and the Port and Harbour Research Institute in Japan. The
main purpose of this project has been to investigate sevc~ral scientific research questions in
the l~S side and to enhance the capability of the existing six-legged urnknvater ·walking
robot, AQCAUOBOT. Tlw period of this project is three years beginning in February 1992.

Almost t'vo dozen researchers have been involved in this project. The research results briefed
in this paper include smooth motion planning for rigid body robots: versatile extended gait
planning: dynamic foot motion planning: experiments with the real AQUA.ROBOT. linkage
*This 'vork was supporh~d by thP National Sci Puce Founda.tion of the "CS GovPn1rnPnt. unclPr i-;rant. BCS9109989 and the Science and Technology Agency of the .Japanese Government.
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dynamics, virtual reality simulation model, and task and mis:;ion level control architecr.ure.
In order r.o conduct these subprojeds, there have been frequent. and close c:ommtmications
between two countries.
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Introduction

The importance of coastal ocean sp;1ce has been continuall;<.· increasing for shipping. fihhcrics,
ma.rirw-mini11g: leihnn' a.ctiYit.ie~~ arnl ~o on. Therpforc we lwed r.o i11vc~tigntc mer.hods of
devdopiug underwater space withonl damaging t.Le nal ural drnnustaucc~. l\mncrou~ ;,;ii rn1tions have been rccogui;r,ed where nudcrwal.cr walking; robots m·c iuon• dcsiralJk \Jiau human

divers. submersible underwater whicles, or undenvater bulldozers. E:;peeially, walkinp; robots
are considered the best for underwater civil engineering work.
Cnderwater inspection work is currently carried out by huma.n diYers' labor, but efficiency a.nd safety a.re problem;:; because of the ;:;evere underwater working conditions. Also,
insp('ct.ion i~ the simpki>t. mw a.rnong other C'ivil <'11ginening rash.

Figure 1: .:\.QU:\RODOT
Through the evaluation of scn•ral aspc(:l.s iudndiug tlH• a.forc1ucutioucd ones, the Port

and Harbour Research Institute (PHRI) of the :Yiini:;try of Transport in Yoko:;uka, .TapaJ1
ha.s constructed three experimental six-legged underwater wa.lking robots: AQUARODOT
(Fig. 1). Th(' S<'cond versi011 wa.s rest.('d for m1 i11 ~IH'cti011 T«ti>k of r.lw c>vemH'Si> of n rn bbl c'
monnd of i>ize of 42 x 77 nwters a.r an H.VC'ra.gc depth of 24 mC't<'l't; i11 r.lw cai<:s011 ya.rd for
IC1.rnai8h i Hay Hrea.kwa.t.crs p, :3]
The pnrpoio>c of this resecud1 is to improve the pcrfonnancc of theio>c nnderwater walking
robot,s l.hrough int,ernal imml rnllaboratiou. One of t.Le gmW.~ waH Io make il.s w;W.kiug ~peed

faster. The research activities in the l-S have been mostly supported by the National Science
Foundation for three years beginning in February 1992 (Grnnt No: BCS-9109989, Computer
Simulation and Control of Autonomous Under1vat.er \Valking Robots). Activities in .Japan
have been partially supported by the Science and Technology Agency for the .J apanesc fiscal
year of 1993 (Grnnt Tit.le: High Speed \Valking Control of Cndenvatcr Inspection Robot)

[4, 5, 8].
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Objectives of the Research Project

The purpose of this project vvas to investigate the follmving scientific hypotheses 'vit.h respect
to computer simulation and control of autonomous underwater walking robots: [l]
1. There is an analytical met.hod for opt.imiz.ing the cycling of the legs of a vvalking vehicle
for an arbit.rnrily given motion specification while moving over rough terrain.

2. In the application of the motion control method described in Item 1 on a real vehicle.
the use of inertial sensing to separate lateral acceleration from inclination data enhances
performance signific·antly.
3. Real-time computer simulation of vehicle dynamics. including both viscous and attached mass forces. and the effects of ocean currents. will permit effective estimation
of the vehicle state with a corresponding increase in navigational accuracy during autonomous underwater operation.
4. There is an algorithm to extend a legged vehicle's functionality, (i) to negotiate an
unknown terrain if its roughness is moderate. (ii) to avoid obstacles if they are not
negotiable, and (iii) to generate an elevation map while executing such motions.
An important boundary condition in this project was that the AQUAROilOT hardware
system was at PHRI in Japan and the major computer equipment , including the simulation
capability, was at NPS in the US. Therefore, our naturnl decision 'vas that the hardware
tasks were done in .Japan and the software and simulation tasks in the l~S.
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Project Members and Activities

The project team of the l -S side consists of. mainly, four faculty members, two staff members.
three Ph.D. students, and seven l\lS students. They are Yutaka Kana:vama, Robert n.
:\1cGhee, Kan Yoneda. Scott Tvkl\Iillan, Chuck Lombardo, Shirley Pratt. Ken.ii Suzuki, Ron
B. Byrnes, David McPherson, .Jim Alexander, Carl .J. Grim, Sandra L. Davidson, Charles
A. Schue IIL .J olm R. Goetz., and \Vrus Kristiansen.
')

,j

The project team of the .Japan side consists of. mainly: two faculty members. one Ph.D.
student, and four researchers. They arc Hidctoshi Takahashi, Kan '{oncda, Kcnji S1v.uki,
Tomoyoshi Takeuchi, Tviinco Iwasaki, Shigcki Shirni1va, and Katsuci N akaga\'va. '{oncda and
S1v.uki belong to both teams.
Both parties made individual efforts to accomplish research goals in :rvionfrrey and \"okosnka respectively. In addition. both parties tried hard to keep good contacts for the lafrst
developments. \Ve have communicated by e-mail almost every clay and and by fax frequently.
\Vithout these high-tech communication tools: this much research results could not have been
attained. All the members in this research project visited the other sides of the ocean at
least once, including the one year stay of Suzuki at NPS.
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Smooth Motion Planning

In order to specify the rigid body robot's motion, Kanayama has been developing the highlevel language I\Ioclel-based l\lobile robot Language (I\l[\fL) \vith a smooth motion planning
algorithm "steering function'' [G: 7]. Although this concept and algorithm was originally
developed for non-holonomic vehicles. we have proved it effective for walking robot :s motion
specifications.
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Extended Gait Planning and Dynamic Foot Motion
Planning

Gcnernliz.ing this algorithm, vvc have establish the concept of "extended wave gaits." A
generalized wave gait seems to he the optimal one in the sense that the immhcr of supporting
legs is nmximized in <L given situation and the stability margin is larger than other gait
planning algorithms previously proposed (this is the same advantage that a wave gait for a
longitudinally symmetric robot possesses). Furthermore: we are able to design a generalized
vvave gait in a situation which the original wave gait algorithm could not handle. If the
commanded motion slightly changes in its speed and/or motion direction. the new algorithm
generates a slightly changed solution gait accordingly. This algorithm computes the best
dut,y factor and the best combination of relative phases for each leg. The gait class improves
the performance in scvernl ways: The gait changes continuously with the body speed. A
higher speed can be attained with a statically unstable gait. \Vhen the robot's dynamics
model is incorporated. we \'Vill be able to use the higher speed gait planning effectively. In
underwater operation. the water dragging effect adds a more advantage to it. The body
motion direction can be smoothly changed. i.e .. the robot is able to follow a curve. The
body motion can be any combination of translational and rotational motions with smooth
motion speed and direction changes. This algorithm gencrntcd the conventional tripod gait
as a special case. For more detailed description of this theory, sec [8].
4

Figure 2: Supporting leg chart of extended

vV<LVC

gait

((l'

= n-/6).

The features of the foot trajectory planning algorithm investigated are (i) smooth foot
trajectories are adopted: (ii) omnidirectional motion commands are allowed. and in order
to deal \vith the omnidirectional motions. (iii) footholds are dynamically determined. The
problem to be solved here is finding six leg's motion when the kinematic phase ~h: the duty
factor D and relative phases ,1;\s arc given.
Figure 3 shmvs an example of the executing a extended wave gait \vith the dynamic foot
motion planning algorithm. The robot follows first a line~ second a parabola, and third
the original line. In this sinmlation~ we use the smooth motion planning algorithm as vvell
[6. HL 9. 10]. At the top portion of this figure ~ the supporting period of each leg is shown by
broken lines. This figure shows how the gait/foot planning algorithm coordinates to make
smooth motions possible.
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Experimental Results

The implementation work of the gait/foot planning algorithm on AQUAROBOT started
at PHRI in the summer of 1994. The project members for this experiment \Vere S1unki,
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Figure 4: Circular l\fotion of AQUA.ROBOT Shmving Body and Foot Trajectories.
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Comparison of 0(1V) and 0(1V 3 ) Linkage Dynamics
for Subsea Robots

It is generally recognized that the use of articulated body inertias leads to a formulation
of the direct dynamics problem for open chain linkages in 'vhich the complexity of the
calculations grmvs only linearly '<Vith the number of links. It is also krnrwn that earlier
approaches based on composite rigid body inertias exhibit cubic computational complexity.
This result makes it clear that for a large munber of links (large .i.V), 0( N) methods should
be used. Hcrwever, practically, it is necessary to have an exact formula for the number of

additions and multiplications required for each method in order to determine 'vhich is best
for simulation of a given robotic system.
C ntil now. the computational requirements of 0 (N) and 0 (;_V;3 ) methods have been derived
only for terrestrial or space-based manipulators or vehicles. In [12. 13]. this work is for the
first time extended to the undenvater domain by inclusion of hydrodynamic and hydrostatic
effects in an O(N) method. It is found that the amount of computation required in this case
is increased by approximately seventy-five percent over the corresponding requirement for a
single chain serial manipulator mounted on a mobile base and operating in space or air. A
detailed example is presented in the Ph.D. dissertation of Dr. Scott TvicMillan [14], using

the parameters of the 12 degree of freedom Tiburon unmanned submarine currently under
development by the Monterey 13ay Aquarium Research Institute. Figure 5 shows a typical
image from this simulation. This dissertation also includes an extension of 0( N) methods to
tree structured mechanisms as exemplified by AQCAROl30T. A summary of these results
is contained in [15, 16].
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Fignre 0: Tethered Underwat.er Rohotic Vehicle •'Tihuro1{
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Virtual Reality Simulation Model for AQUAROBOT

As a first sr.ep toward a virrnal reality model for AQUAROUOT, we dewJoped a purely
kiucmat.ic simul<1Liou [17, 18]. This model as:s-tmw:s <1. level se<1 bollom. <1.w.l proved lo be
very nseful in 1mpporting r.he development of an initial version of AQrAHOilOT motion
coordinat.ion software. Figure 6. presents an example of an irna.gc from this simulation.
The c11rrent ver:>ion of thb model make:> uFJe of r.he I'mji)rm.f.T software package provided
hy Silic:011 Grnpl1ic:i-: Inc. (SGT) to cornpnl.c lh• collii-:i011 of <',\ lill<lrical fed wi t.11 m1cvc11

terrain 118]. Another simplified model [19], provides a single rigid body representation for
AQl:AilOBOT in which lhc nmss of t.hc legs ii> conu.•nLrated in lhe l>ody. Bot.h of t.hese
~inmlar.ionH

have the advantage of rnuning in real time on low-end SGI graphio; worbtations.
:\ 11 cx;1c:\, O( N) ml.i cu 1a.I cd rigid-body )J;rn.p11ic;11 si11m la1.i 011 i 11<Hlcl rnrn 1i11 µ; i-:1ow<•r I l 1;m n•;11tirne [14] has bccu delivered to PHRI anc.l wilL in future work, allow evaluation of the
<Lccurw:.v of a re<1l-limc virlual rcali1,.y 1110<.lel, deri vcd from [18~ 19]. A hut.her po:si>il>ili\...v i~
to attempt to increase the efficiency of the simulation in [HJ by the use of mulr.iple processor~
a.n<l by rep1a.cin g h ornog0n com: r.ra.n sform r01wcs0nb1 r.ion of ori0n r.ar.i on with a. rn or0 cffici 0nt
quaternion fonrmla.tion [20].
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Task and Mission Level Control for Autonomous
Walking Robots

\Yhile AQlTAHOBOT currently incorporate5 a. huurnn operator in it5 control loop, anc.l is thu5
example of a remotely operated vehicle ( ROV) rather than an autonomous undcnvar.cr
vehicle (AUV), unlike mo8t· ROVs, iG is ccq.>able of autonomous i>urvey missions in which

<Lll

th0 opera.tor fonctions as a.n obs0rv0r who int.0rvcn0s in th0 mission only in th0 0wnt of
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